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This issue’s contributor question:

WHAT WAS YOUR
FAVORITE SUBJECT
IN SCHOOL?
 Becky Froehlich

“A

rt was always my favorite subject in school,
and now I’m majoring in it!”

 Mary Ann Gadberry

“E

nglish and literature were always my favorites. I
had some wonderful teachers who made reading
fun and exciting. My regret, though, is that I did not
pay more attention in history class because that is the
subject that really interests me now that I am older.”

 Heidi Marttila-Losure

“I

enjoyed almost every subject except chemistry,
which I arranged my whole high school and college
career to avoid. I chose journalism as a career in part
because I couldn’t decide what I liked learning about
best. Just don’t give me any chemistry-related stories!”

 Wendy Royston

“O

f course, I loved the journalism classes! In fact,
my contributions to our school newspaper,
which was published within the local newspaper,
landed me my first paid freelance gig back in 1999, and
I continue to freelance for the same publication today,
after spending four years as its editor!

GROW South Dakota and Dakotafire Media receive
Bush Foundation Community Innovation Grant
Editor’s note: Here is the basic information
about our new project. We’ll have more information in the next issue!

Sisseton, S.D. — GROW South Dakota,
in partnership with Dakotafire Media,
has been awarded a Bush Foundation
Community Innovation Grant for the implementation of a two-year project called the
Prairie Idea Exchange.
The goal of the project is sparking regionwide conversations to help rural communities, especially those in northeastern South
Dakota, be more successful in their efforts
to create positive change. The project will
make use of the expertise of the region’s economic development leaders to start the conversations, and it will use the journalism
skills and reach of Dakotafire magazine to
explain those ideas and spread them across
the region. These conversations will continue
online (forum.dakotafire.net) and at community events, which will add the voices of community members to the exchange of ideas.
“Prairie Idea Exchange and our partnership with Dakotafire Media fit well with
GROW South Dakota’s mission of providing
the innovative advancement of rural South
Dakota communities,” says Lori Finnesand,
GROW South Dakota chief executive officer.
Heidi
Marttila-Losure,
Dakotafire
Media’s publisher and editor, stated,
“Dakotafire has a successful model of bringing together weekly newspaper journalists
to report on community topics affecting our
rural region, and we hope to take that a step
further by sparking community conversations and solutions through the Prairie Idea
Exchange.”

Through its distribution in weekly newspapers, Dakotafire currently reaches about
12,000 households in North and South
Dakota. To facilitate a truly regionwide conversation, the Prairie Idea Exchange will
expand that distribution to reach more than
30,000 households in northeastern South
Dakota.
Each issue will be followed by events in
local communities where community members can discuss the ideas presented in the
magazine, add their own ideas and determine which of those ideas could be applied
to their own communities. An online forum
will provide another format for these conversations to take place.
Established in 2013, the Community
Innovation Grant program is designed to
inspire and support communities to use
problem-solving processes that lead to
more effective, equitable and sustainable
solutions. Projects receiving Community
Innovation Grants can be at any stage in the
problem-solving process, which includes:
identifying the need, increasing collective understanding of the issue, generating ideas, and testing and implementing
solutions.
“Community Innovation Grant recipients are tackling community problems in a
way we believe most likely to result in real
breakthrough solutions. They are engaging the community, collaborating with
other organizations, and making the most
of existing assets; in short, all of the things
it takes to create a true community innovation,” said Elli Haerter, Bush Foundation
North Dakota and South Dakota activities
manager. í
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The reason that we have public schools in this nation, as in others, is because we believe they will make our society better. And
Hettinger
it is certainly better for society to have citizens prepared for the
workforce (which could include college on the way) than to have
citizens who are not.
But if that’s the only purpose of school, there would be no reason to have the schools be public. In a capitalist system, market
forces would intervene to educate the population if those skills
were vital to business.
Public school addresses the skills that are vital to a functioning democratic society but that are not so directly tied to economics: Knowledge of history so we don’t repeat our mistakes. Critical
thinking skills so we can make judgments about policies presented to us and can vote responsibly. And knowledge of our place
in the world so we know how to serve it.
Our rural communities need citizens with skills and knowledge that are not necessarily prized if we have an exclusively “college- and career-ready” focus. We could mistakenly prepare our
kids for life in some vague “out there” and leave them unprepared
for life in their hometowns—where many say they’d like to stay, if
they could figure out a way to make it work.
Connecting schools and communities has the potential to significantly benefit both. Then we can make sure our kids are ready
for college, career and citizenship anywhere—even here.
Read on for descriptions of how that's happening in an increasing number of schools, including 20 in South Dakota.í
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he recently implemented Common Core
Washburn
Standards aim to get students to
be
“college- and career-ready” by the time they
finish high school. Those are both laudible goals.
Bismarck
Lincoln
But I think from the perspective of communities,
something vital is missing: Will our students be
“citizenship-ready”?
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MAKING SCHOOL
MATTER
Story and photos by HEIDI MARTTILA-LOSURE

New teaching methods hold promise for engaging students,
invigorating teachers, and connecting schools and communities

O

n a Tuesday afternoon in July, when some of their colleagues were
probably enjoying a deserved break from the intensity of the last
school year, about 60 teachers were in Wolsey, S.D., working on plans for
the next one.
And, by all outward appearances, they were having fun.
So much fun, in fact, that Mari Biehl, one of the
organizers of the teachers workshop, didn’t have
the heart to make them stop when the schedule
called for them to move on.
“What a great afternoon!” Biehl said when they
finally got back together, which was followed by a
“woo-hoo!” from one of the teachers.
So what—in this era of increasing expectations,
ever-changing standards, almost stagnant pay,
“helicopter parents,” and various other stressors—could make a teacher shout “woo-hoo”?
It’s a new way of teaching that’s really
an old way of teaching, and that goes by
FACING PAGE: These Woonsocket teachers plan
to help their students learn about their town’s
swans, which attempt to hatch out cygnets
every year but don’t have much success.
They teachers themselves don’t know the
reason, so it will be a learning process
for everyone. They plan to incorporate
a naming contest for the swans, and
knowledge from the local community.
Pictured from left are Kylie Pauly, Title
I; Judy Hinker, kindergarten; and Sarah
Jensen, first grade. In the background
are other teachers from across the
region working on project planning
for their own schools.

different descriptors that may not mean much to
those outside of education. But the basic idea is this:
Content is taught in a way that’s real, relevant and
meaningful to the students.
And when it’s done well, a whole string of impressive things happen: Students are motivated to learn,
and they learn more and better. Schools and communities are better-connected, and communities
improve in noticeable ways.
And, as mentioned, teachers occasionally shout
“woo-hoo.”

Big ideas from butterflies

This teaching strategy, called transdisciplinary
problem-based learning, is catching on in pockets of
rural areas across the country. In South Dakota, the
best place to find it is through the work of the South
Dakota Innovation Lab.
Mari Biehl is now a coordinator for the South
Dakota Innovation Lab (SDIL). But before that,
she was a second-grade teacher at Platte-Geddes
Elementary.
She was one of the first teachers to implement the
learning model that SDIL promotes, and that experience with it left a lasting impression on her.
She decided to do a project on monarch butterflies,
and she was planning on implementing the model for
only one quarter. But the kids had other ideas.

“My project grew into something much larger
than I thought it would be,” she said.
The students learned about the monarch migration, and covered the geography of where the monarchs fly. Then they discussed the kind of plants that
monarchs depend on and where they grow. And then
they learned that these plants are not as common
as they used to be, which is making the monarchs’
numbers decline.
The kids wanted to do something about this. They
learned that they could help butterflies by providing
them with the plants they need, and so they wanted
to plant a garden. They had to determine where the
garden should be and who should take care of it. They
had a local greenhouse owner come into the classroom to talk about how to plant the garden. And when
it came time to present their ideas to the community,
all those second-graders went to a city council meeting
to present what they’d learned and ask the council to
allow them to plant a butterfly garden in public park.

“By Christmastime I realized,
‘This is changing my kids, and this
is changing their attitude toward
learning,’” she said.
The difference between this and more traditional
classroom lessons is that students are working on
real-world problems, and knowing that changes how
they approach their work, explained some of the
other teachers involved in the workshop in Wolsey.
“(They know) that they are making a difference,”
said Cindy Nagel, a former middle school teacher
who is now an education consultant for ESA 3. “They
are not just doing an assignment.”
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
“There’s a reason,” added Slim Schneider, science teacher at Armour High School. “It’s not
just ‘pleasing my teacher.’ It’s not just ‘what we
have to do.’ It’s something they can see.”
This attitude change is important for students
who might otherwise disengage from what’s
being taught in school. But it’s just as important for students who are really good at “book
knowledge.”
Some students get really good at “the game”—
figuring out how to take tests, or how to write
for certain teachers—but still aren’t successful at
life, Nagel explained. “This allows (students) to
think and to learn, and to actually apply skills
and not just play the ‘school game.’”

‘Teachers are creative’

The South Dakota Innovation Lab started
about four years ago through a partnership involving the Mid-Central Educational
Cooperative, Sanford Research, the S.D.
Department of Education and the PAST
Foundation (based in Ohio).
When it started, four schools decided to participate: South Central, Wessington Springs,
Platte-Geddes and Armour. This year, there are
20, Biehl said, including Wolsey-Wessington,
where the workshop was held.
What the SDIL actually does is support
schools in adopting this new learning model,
mostly through training and coaching teachers.
The monarch project has in it the three tiers
of transdisciplinary problem-based learning
that SDIL works to promote: It cut across disciplines (including geography, biology, math,
writing and more). It was relevant to the students where they are (connecting them to their
community and their environment). And the
children learned the content through the design
cycle: identifying a problem, coming up with
a solution, trying the solution, evaluating the

6 dakotafire.net

solution, sharing their ideas and
learning from the whole process.
But the monarch project is just one
example. The implementation depends
on the interests of the teachers and the
students, and so it will look different in
every classroom.
In Wolsey-Wessington, high school students looked at how to ensure good ambulance service in their rural community. In
Woonsocket, teachers are planning to have
their elementary students learn why their
town’s swans aren’t having any nesting success. And in Platte-Geddes, a “Fall Fling” in
which students build catapults and trebuchets to throw water balloons at the administration has become an annual community
tradition.

“The glory of this is it’s
not a canned process,”
Biehl said to the teachers at the workshop. “The
glory of this is it’s your
design. No one is telling
you, this is exactly how
it has to be done. That
creates a little fear in us.
But it also allows you to
be the people you were
born to be: teachers. And
teachers are creative.”

It sounds like the polar opposite of
“teaching to the test.” (And this may well
be the source of that teacher’s “woo-hoo.”)
But what about all the standards? What
about Common Core?
Teachers can’t just forget about the

new standards. But they also don’t
have to let the standards run the
show. For the most part, the standards can be integrated into whatever problem the class decides to
tackle, Biehl said. It’s not “one more
thing on the teacher’s plate”—it’s a
more meaningful way to do all the
things on the teacher’s plate.
And,
as
Wolsey-Wessington
Superintendent Jim Cutshaw sees it,
teachers today are actually free from one
obligation.
“It used to be that the teacher had to be
the content master,” Cutshaw said. “They
had to know the information, because if
the kids had questions, the teachers had
to answer it. Now, with the technology and
information available, the teacher being the
master of the content is somewhat of an obsolete
idea.
“The teacher now has to be the master facilitator—
getting kids to find a way to learn the information,
understand it and use it.”

Test scores

Even if teachers are not focusing directly on influencing test scores, the students still need to take
them, and those test scores still have consequences
for students, teachers and schools alike.
How do kids do on tests after this kind of projectbased learning? Better than kids who did not, according to David Sobel, a professort at Antioch University
in New Hampshire and an author who has written
extensively about place-based education. He cites
studies that suggest that test scores start to improve
very soon after the program is implemented—and,
interestingly, they continue to improve as the students continue through their schooling years. This
has happened even in schools where achievement
gaps were significant due to poverty or other factors.
The way Sobel thinks this works is that teachers

These teachers from Iroquois School District are building on one teacher’s passion for all things medieval to create their project.
Pictured from left are Megan Miller, high school English; Scott Beehler, middle and high school social studies (and medieval expert);
Richard Henn, industrial arts; and Bob Ninas, technology.

who teach from subject matter they are passionate
about invigorate students. And these enthusiastic
students are more curious and motivated to learn,
which increases their test scores.

Reconnecting with place

Transdisciplinary problem-based learning typically has some aspect of place-based education
within it: The problem that the students are trying to
solve is made more important to them by the fact that
it affects the community in which they live.
“Place-based education is a response to the Berlin
Wall that’s been built between schools and the nearby
environments and communities,” said Sobel, speaking at a 2012 event available for viewing online. He

cited a West Virginia school principal who said that
after implementing place-based education efforts,
“We have really opened up the school and taken the
walls down so the whole community becomes the
school.”
This connection to a place brings with it a whole
list of benefits.
One of the first benefits is getting people from that
place connected, or reconnected, with the school.
“One of the best things that happened in our district was people who hadn’t stepped foot in the school
for 15 years because their kids had graduated ... were
coming back into the building to help with student
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
learning, serving in that role as industry expert,”
Biehl said.
Schneider said the best example of a content
expert for his classes was a trip to see Larry Wold,
a renowned taxidermist in Armour. His discussion
with Schneider’s students was impressive in how
many disciplines it covered.
“He told us about his process,” Schneider said.
“‘The first thing I have to do is smile when I greet
him. And I have to sit and BS as long as they want
to BS. I know I have 600 things over here to do, but I
have to talk to this guy about this animal he’s shot.’”
From this start in sociology and public relations,
he continued into finances, anatomy, art, manufacturing, and more.
“Larry was great,” Schneider said. “We’re going
back to Larry with video cameras.”
Making more connections to people in the community means that if or when the school needs funding, there will be that many fewer people who need
convincing that supporting the school is worthwhile.
Sometimes the teachers also benefit from a stronger community connection.
“We don’t have a lot of staff that lives in their communities,” Nagel said. “Some of our staff drive hours
and hours to get to a school. (Community members)

When
you start doing problem-based
learning, that brings those teachers back to the communities, too.
(Community members) can see
them as people who care about the
community. It’s a win-win.”

don’t see teachers in their community. ...

Sandra Jones, a teacher at Lower Brule Tribal
School, said a teacher who connects to the community will also have a better connection with his or her
students.
“You’ve got to be a part of them and their
8 dakotafire.net

Teachers started their training
with a brainstorming session of
the needs in their communities.
They organized their sticky notes
on a wall.

community if you want them to participate for you,”
Jones said.
But perhaps the best aspect of these enhanced
connections with community is the way it changes
how kids see the places where they live.
When the students see those community members
showing what they actually do for a living, they learn
that the community does have opportunities available, and if they have a passion for whatever they are
working on, someday they could maybe do it and get
paid for it, Biehl said.
It also gets kids to more thoroughly explore their
own communities. Jones said she’d been to some conferences where students thought there wasn’t anything of interest in their small towns for a project and

went to, for example, Sioux Falls instead.
Students, and often adults as well,
think that “out there” is better than
their community.

“Instead, we’re trying to promote that you
may be in a small town,
but they have a lot to
offer,” Jones said. “We
want them to understand that.”
All of this is an investment in

students, but it’s also an
investment in the future
leadership of the community—one that could pay
off for years to come,
according to one 1981
study.
The study looked
at a school in a small
city in the Northeast
in which a community-minded teacher
had his students get
involved with developing a master plan for
the town. Thirty years
later, the researchers
compared the students
who had been involved
with the place-based education project (though it wasn’t

known as such at the time) and compared them to students who hadn’t.
The students who were involved in the
project in high school were four times
more likely to be involved with volunteer groups and twice as likely to serve
on civic organizations than their peers.
“If you give students the opportunity to practice civic engagement
in school settings—working on local
isues and local problems—you can
actually develop a disposition to be
civically engaged later in life,” Sobel
said.
Pretty impressive. It might be
enough to make all of us give up a
“woo-hoo!” í
Thanks to Mike Knutson and Jamie
Horter for their assistance in planning for
this story.

place
care
VISION
ASSOCIATES

Want to give this learning model a try
in your school or community?

Mari Biehl and others at the S.D. Innovation Lab have been working to get the word about about their efforts, but they haven’t gotten to
every school or region yet. She’s found that often the best way to get this
into a school or community is to start with one administrator or a few
early-adopter teachers who are interested and willing to try something
different. Convincing others to get on board gets easier when there’s a
sign that this can work in this school and community.
Read more about the S.D. Innovation Lab at www.sdinnovationlab.
org, or e-mail the SDIL at SDIL@pastfoundation.org.

Join us for a Dakotafire Café on education!
We will be in Kulm, N.D., in September to talk about place-based
education. Details to be announced; watch www.dakotafirecafe.com.
Also go there for a link to our forum section, where you can discuss
Dakotafire articles right now if you want! www.forum.dakotafire.net.
dakotafire.net 9

we offer
the highest quality eyecare
in a friendly environment
At Vision Care Associates, we only offer the newest technology in
digital lens design and lens coatings combined with the newest and
most unique designs in fashion eyewear.
With 20 offices located in Northeast South Dakota and Nebraska,
chances are you can find us in a town near you!

800.287.5020

www.visioncareassociates.net
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Meat Store
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Now together in the same location!
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FLAVORS
of hard & soft
ice cream!

Many varieties of
bacon, beef snack
sticks, beef jerky,
& fresh brats!

Open Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
LOCATED ALONG U.S. HIGHWAY 12 IN WAUBAY
605-947-4110

We are a proud supporter
of agriculture and our communities.
GRAIN • AGRONOMY • ENERGY • FEED

800-658-3353 • www.ncfe.coop

LEARNING & GIVING:
by HEIDI MARTTILA-LOSURE

T

his spring, students in a Lyons, Neb., government
class learned an important government lesson:
How to be good citizens.
The 17 seniors spent 20 percent of
their class time on what they called a
“20 Percent” project—something that
made a positive impact on the local or
global community. The projects ranged
from making a neglected basketball
court a better place to play to building a boat with a grandfather who had
been diagnosed with cancer to making
dresses for girls in Haiti.
Having the students work on community projects was the idea of Jamie
Horter, editor of the Lyons Mirror-Sun,
who approached teacher Derek Lahm
about incorporating such projects into
his government class. Horter is originally from Bristol, S.D.
The students set some ambitious
goals in January—so much so that one
of the parents was a little worried about
whether they’d be able to complete
them.
That parent, who happened to also
be Lyons’ mayor, cautioned his son that
finding the $2,000 needed for a dockbuilding project might be difficult in
the time allotted.
“Then they started getting some
phone calls from community people,”
said Mayor Andy Thurston. “’Do they
need money for this? We’ll donate.’”

10 dakotafire.net

In the dock-building project, what
was actually donated was the dock
itself. One woman in the community
had a dock that her husband had built
some years before, and she thought
donating it to the class would be a great
use for it.
Another community member who
read about the project in the newspaper donated a trailer to the boat-building project.
And another reader from across the
state donated paint for the students who
were renovating the gazebo.
“I don’t think I’ve ever been prouder
as mayor, of my kids or community,”
Thurston said at a capstone event that
showed the community what had
been completed by the students in one
semester. “This is how communities get
better—one idea at a time.”
Lahm told the students they would
be missed.
“We’re hoping you’ll be back in our
communities continuing the cool things
you’ve been doing,” he said. í
Thanks to Jamie Horter for providing the
information for this article from her coverage of the projects in the Lyons Mirror-Sun.
Check out some of the headlines at right.
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Decatur Donor Turns Dock Idea Into Reality
Students refurbish dock to place in Brink Park
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Lyons-Decatur Seniors Present at City Council
Students Design Projects to Benefit Community
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Lyons-Decatur seniors
Mar. 7
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are determined to make a
positive impact on the Lyons
community before graduation. Under direction of
government teacher Derek
Lahm, students have been
devoting at least one class
period per week designing
projects that could benefit
the local community.
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and despite your best efforts, it won’t go the way you planned. ...
Sometimes you just have to go with the flow and keep getting back up
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port at the Hunter Simonsen
benefit on April 5th.
Hunter, son of Eric and
Ann Simonsen, was diagnosed with meningitis in
November.
Community Shows
Support
Sponsored by the Lyons
Fire and Rescue Department,

the hospital, doctors
soon deter mined
that the fever was
more than the flu.
He had contracted
meningitis.
Hunter was transported to Children’s
Hospital of Nebraska in Omaha where
he received testing
and treatment.
After two weeks
of suffering from
repeat high fevers
up to 105.8 degrees,
Hunter experienced
a seizure.
Doctors discov-

Jamie Horter, Editor
Lyons Mirror-Sun

lmsun@abbnebraska.com

Lyons and 3 other towns
are finalists for a $200,000
grant that would help stimulate art tourism in the area.
Along with Decatur, Oakland, and Macy, the fourcommunity area hosted a
site visit as one of the final
steps leading up to judging
finalist proposals.
Site Visit to Lyons
Donna Neuwirth visited on behalf of the grant
funding agency, ArtPlace

Contact Us

for sharing their time with

supplies to be around $130.
The group plans to work on
their project every Wednesday, using the school's shop
to paint the benches and
tables in.
"I think it's a great gesture,
said council member Roger
Andersen. "I think there's a
possibility that we could help
power wash those benches
and tables," he said.
"Sounds great to me," said
Mayor Andy Fuston. "We're
all for it. Go for it."

A Dock for Fishing
Shane McCulloch, Taylor
Fuston, and David Bishop
pitched their idea to create a
floating dock in Brink Park.
Shane was unable to be present for the presentation.
"We want to make the lagoon look nicer," said Taylor.
Taylor explained, "you can
get to places you wouldn't be
able to fish in and get to places
you wouldn't be able to go to."
"We could fish off of it or
have a picnic," said David.
The group plans to use
2x4 green treated lumber
and barrels to make a 10' x
8' walking pier with a 14' x 8'
area at the end. One potential
area is for the dock to be on
the South side of the lagoon,

JAMIE HORTER • Lyons Mirror-Sun

Hannah Christiansen (right), along with group members McKinna Gatewood and Ariel Freemont
(not pictured), present their idea to paint park benches, picnic tables, and the gazebo at Brink
Park. Seated are Mayor Andy Fuston (left), Roger Andersen, and Allen Steinmeyer.

said Mayor Fuston.
The students estimated
that the cost for their project
will range between $1500 and
$2000 for materials.
"You're gonna raise the
money how? Because like
I told you at home, this is
an ambitious project," said
Mayor Fuston to his son,
Taylor.
The group said they plan to
raise money through looking
into grants, asking for loans
from businesses, and doing
fundraising.
After the council agreed
that the students should
work closely with the city on
their project, Mayor Fuston

Ducks Back," the students
researched how to take care
of the ducks and found a local
duck owner to provide birds
for the park. Upon doing an
internet search, the students
came across a floating duck
house for $150. They plan to
purchase the house along
with a candy dispenser to be
filled with dog food for kids
to feed the ducks.
Roger Anderson expressed
concern about keeping the
ducks alive. "I have taken
care of ducks down there
for years, and the problem
we had, ducks do not go to
water. And we had people

the same as your driveway:
there's no lines, you can't
shoot three-pointers," said
Dakota. "We wanted to make
it unique so there's a reason
to go to the park."
The group also plans to
paint the cement welcome
sign on the park island in
addition to repainting the
merry-go-round.
Alex Brehmer stressed
the importance of having
a strong visual aspect to
a newly-repainted court,
playground equipment, and
park sign.
"We'd like to keep the park
clean for the duration of our
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Lake Area Tech

Real-world training for a
world of opportunity.
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Where do K-12 schools get their money?
All three levels of government—federal, state,
and local—contribute to education funding.
The share of education funding that federal, state, and local governments provide has changed significantly over time. Historically, elementary and secondary education was funded largely by local governments
and states played only a supporting role. Today, states play a large
and increasing role in education funding, a trend that emerged in the
1970s when state spending first overtook education spending by local
governments. Federal funding has always been minor with respect to
total direct elementary and secondary education spending, though the
federal government’s role in education funding has slowly increased,
along with the role of the federal government in education policy.
100
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Share of Public Elementary and Secondary School Revenue
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State

Federal
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40

$550 billion
spent annually
on public K-12 education
in the United States

U.S.

Spending per pupil (average)
S.D.
N.D.

$10,658 $8,805 $11,420
These numbers can vary greatly among districts.

FEDERAL FUNDING
Through the U.S. Department of Education, the federal government
provides nearly $79 billion a year on primary and secondary education programs. Other federal agencies that administer funding for primary and secondary education include the Department of Agriculture,
which coordinates the funding for the child nutrition programs; the
Department of Health and Human Services, which supports the Head
Start program; and the Department of Labor, which supports Youth
Employment and Training Activities and Youthbuild.
Federal education funding is distributed to states and school districts
though a variety of formulas and competitive grant programs.
16.1
$9,185,270
CA (1):
SD (1):
SD (44): $203,354
14.6
ND
(5):
Amount of federal
ND (47): $161,484 funding received (state NJ (51): 4.1 Percentage of federal funds
rank in parentheses)
VT (51): $102,785
compared to total education spending

30
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1940 ’44 ’48 ’52 ’56 ’60 ’64 ’68 ’72 ’76 ’80 ’84 ’88 ’92 ’96 ’00 ’04 ’08 ’10
School year ending in

LOCAL FUNDING
Property taxes support most of the funding that local government provides
for education. Wealthier, property-rich localities have the ability to collect
more in property taxes. Having more resources to draw from enables the
district to keep tax rates low while still providing adequate funding to their
local school districts. Poorer communities with less of a property tax base
may have higher tax rates, but still raise less funding to support the local
school district. This can often mean that children who live in low-income
communities with the highest needs go to schools with fewest least resources, the least qualified teachers, and substandard school facilities.

26%

12%

7%
3%
3%

49%
Dept. of Education ($79 billion;
includes No Child Left Behind
Title I grants, $14.4 billion, and
IDEA Special Education grants,
$11.5 billion)
Dept. of Agriculture ($20.8
billion)
Dept. of Health & Human
Services ($9.3 billion)
Dept. of Labor ($5.7 billion)
Other
Dept. of Defense
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STATE FUNDING

(1) (43) (49) (51)

States rely primarily on income and sales taxes to fund elementary and
secondary education. State legislatures generally determine the level and
distribution of funding.
State funding for elementary and secondary education is generally distributed by formula. Many states use funding formulas that provide funding
based on the number of pupils in a district.
The share of total education funding provided by the state government
differs from state to state. States that rely heavily on local property taxes
instead of state funding to fund elementary and secondary education,
often have larger funding disparities among school districts in the state.

Percentage 86
44 48 59
of education
funding
that comes
from STATE
and LOCAL
sources
37 33
(rank in
28
terms of
largest
state
share) VT ND SD IL

From the New America Foundation (http://febp.newamerica.net/background-analysis/school-finance) • Data source: National Center for Education Statistics
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The cost of believing ‘bigger is better’
by PAUL THEOBALD

T

he loss of small farms and the loss of small schools
in this country are indisputably connected. At the
most obvious level, the disappearance of small farmers meant the disappearance of farm children and,
thus, the disappearance of small rural schools. But
the connection is deeper than that. The call for bigger farms and schools exposes serious cultural flaws
that have, regrettably, become a part of the fabric of
American society. Because of those flaws, we are
paying a huge price—the erosion of communities
in the countryside and, with it, the slow demise of
democracy in America.
An abandoned school in Barnes County, N.D. Photo by GhostsofNorthDakota.com

Paul Theobald
is Dean of
the School of
Education &
Exercise Science
at Buena Vista
University in
Storm Lake,
Iowa. He
has written
extensively about
rural education and taught for a time at
South Dakota State University.
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Ask an economist to talk about the
indisputable trend toward larger farms
and schools, and we would likely hear
that these were natural developments,
that they could not have been stopped,
and that they benefit all in any case. In
short, we would be told that the path
toward larger farms and schools was
and is the path toward progress.
There is a piece of powerful conventional wisdom that undergirds
this view, and it can be summed up
in the phrase “bigger is better.” Bigger
farms are better than small ones, bigger schools are better, bigger hospitals

are better, bigger cities are better, and
on and on it goes. This piece of conventional wisdom may be more universally accepted than any other in
American society.
Yet it rests on a flimsy foundation.
Throughout this century researchers have tried to generate empirical
data to “prove” that bigger farms and
schools are better than smaller ones.
Despite the fact that this data has consistently eluded them, no one seemed
willing to question a trend with so
much popular appeal.
Still, it is becoming increasingly

difficult to dispute the fact that if a farm
is going to maximize production while
increasing its fertility, it must be small.
Large farms can only maximize production through agribusiness inputs,
most of which are detrimental to farm
fertility. And if a school is going to
aspire to academic excellence for all of
its students, it too must be small.
We stand at a curious moment in
history when these ideas are becoming
more and more obvious, though they
remain very countercultural.
Still, there was more than just the
idea that bigger is better working

toward the demise of small farms and
schools. Individualism was so emphasized in American society that competition was elevated into something
innately good. Cooperation and, ultimately, community suffered. Life was
slowly transformed into a “rat race,” a
kind of competition for material accumulation. Small farmers, once substantial contributors to the vitality of rural
communities, and once considered the
very backbone of American democracy, gradually became “marginal
farmers,” or, still worse, “inefficient
operators.” Their supposed shortcomings made it acceptable to see them
fail. The American embrace of competition divided society into winners and
losers; the winners enjoyed the fruits
of progress, while the losers paid its
price.
The same competitive ethos
invaded the nation’s schools. The 19thcentury notion of a “common school”
offering a liberal education to future
participants in a democracy gradually gave way to the “comprehensive
school” designed to identify, as early
as possible, every student’s “evident
and probable occupational destiny.”
The practice of creating an educational
hierarchy within the school dominated educational practice for more
than half a century. Most Americans,
decades after they leave high school,
can still recall their class rank.
Somewhere along the way we
dropped the idea that students might
use literature, art, science, music, history, or mathematics to explore substantive definitions for such concepts
as beauty, truth, and justice; and lost,
too, was the idea that the schoolhouse

might be a good place to practice the
application of these definitions to matters of public policy.
Eventually, even school subjects,
like the students, were arranged into
a kind of hierarchy with math and science at the top, art and music at the bottom. The worth of school subjects was
measured by what they promised in
terms of economic usefulness rather
than what they could contribute to creating fulfilled lives capable of maintaining social harmony. While our cultural fascination with the notion that
bigger is better took its toll on small
farms and schools, our cultural faith in
Social Darwinism prompted us to create a kind of hierarchy among farmers
and schoolchildren, and this worked,
gradually, toward the disappearance of
both from the American countryside.
But change is in the wind. Rural
educators everywhere are seeking
ways to bring substance and authenticity back into curriculum and instruction—place-based approaches are a
good example.
For decades rural children heard
the message that they had to leave their
homes to be successful, that the promising student was one who would “go
far” in life.

The truth is that
learning to leave is easy.
Learning to stay is
difficult. Learning to create

opportunity where none exists—that
requires an education of substance. í

Agree? Disagree? Share your response at
www.forum.dakotafire.net.
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Beefing up buildings
Superintendent Trent Osborne
points to a feature on the
addition to the Ipswich school.
Photo by Laura Ptacek

by WENDY ROYSTON
Additional reporting by MARY ANN GADBERRY,
SARAH GACKLE and LAURA PTACEK

The talk in many areas of rural education is of declining enrollments and strained resources—
maybe not where you’d expect to see capital improvement projects. But some schools in the Dakotas
are building. With enrollments no better than the typical Dakota school, they’ve found the resources
to invest through community generosity and local ingenuity.

Tripp-Delmont tries
to invest a gift wisely
The Tripp-Delmont School District—situated in
southern Hutchinson County in the southeastern
portion of South Dakota—faced a unique situation a
couple of years ago, when a 1939 Tripp High School
alumnus Dr. Helmuth Hoff gifted the now-consolidated district with $1.1 million. The funds were earmarked for capital improvement, with an emphasis
on educational and physical fitness opportunities for
the community at large.
Because the gift came with such a specific purpose, district officials had no choice but to use it to
build on to the nearly-100-year-old building in Tripp,
despite a 35 percent decline in enrollment over the
decade preceding the addition.
But, in case the school ever did close, the school
board was diligent in using the funds in a way that
would still benefit the community.
“In order to meet the standards of (his) will, this
needs to benefit the public,” said then-board president Verlin Buchholz, as quoted by The Tripp StarLedger in 2010. “In my mind, the addition needs to be
free-standing, at least to some extent, so that, in the
event that this building no longer houses a school,
the pubic still has access to the library and the wellness center.”
In designing the addition, school officials were
careful to ensure that utilities to the old and new portions of the building be kept separate.
The closing of the Delmont facility, which had
housed all of the elementary grades from the time
the Tripp and Delmont school districts consolidated

The addition to the Tripp-Delmont school includes a library and wellness center, both available to the public.
Photo by Wendy Royston

in 1991 until it was condemned in 2005, caused the
kindergarten through third-grade students to hold
classes in outlying buildings, including a “governor’s
house” behind the high school building and a building two blocks away, which previously had been
used as a day care center.
In an attempt to be proactive, the board held several meetings.
“We tried to inform them as much as possible,” former board member Carolyn Peters said. “Everybody
was pretty supportive of it (the building project), and
I think everybody was happy that we did try to build
it independently, so that if the school does eventually
close, the community could use it.”
Just the fact that the new building has opened has
freed other community entities to improve their situations, too.
Since the addition was completed in 2012, the city
of Tripp has moved its offices from the original City
Hall building, which had had a leaky roof and other
problems in recent years and was noncompliant

with the Americans with Disabilities Act, due to the
finance office and council chambers being housed on
the second floor—has moved into the building that
once housed a daycare center, and later a portion
of Tripp-Delmont Elementary. And the City’s small
library building, which also had had some structural
issues, also has since closed, and the City now helps
subsidize services offered through the joint city/
school library housed within the school.
“The decision for us to build was maybe a little
bit easier than it is for some schools, since (the alumnus) did leave us that money,” former board member
Carolyn Peters said. “When he left the money, it was
very specific what we could use it for: It had to be for
buildings; it couldn’t be for everyday expenses, so it
was probably a little easier. At the same time, with
declining enrollment (you wonder if you should)
invest that money into a building.
“But you do so, hoping that that will attract more
families, and you make your building as attractive as
you can.”
dakotafire.net 17

Ipswich hopes new building
attracts new families
Two hundred miles away, the objectives for renovation and addition were similar to those in Tripp,
but the decision was more difficult.
“The project was being discussed back when I
started teaching here in 2000,” said Trent Osborne,
Ipswich (S.D.) Public School superintendent.
Now, 14 years later, the first phases of the project
are nearing completion, and students are excited to
get into the new building later this year.

The commons area
inside Ipswich High School.
Photo by Laura Ptacek
18 dakotafire.net

“We believe we have the best students and staff,
and we wanted to have the best facility to match

“It is sad to see the old
building go, but people understand
that progress is a good thing. They
understand that this facility will
help to bring new families to town.
We have received overwhelming
support from the community.”
that,” Osborne said.

After several planning sessions, spurred mostly by
the fact that new educational strategies require more
space for students to interact, larger classrooms, separate commons areas for middle and high school students and added security measures were identified
as priorities. Middle school renovations and the high
school administration area are scheduled for completion early this fall, with the auxiliary gym, special
education area and theater to follow in January. After
that, planning will begin for the last phase, to include
a renovated kitchen and lunchroom area, lobby and
locker rooms. Most of the work has been scheduled
for the summer months, in order to interrupt the

educational process as little as possible.
Although the Ipswich School District saw a
slight increase in enrollment from fall 2012 to fall
2013, Osborne said the improvements themselves
cannot be credited with the good news. Most of
those students attend schools outside the district
due to their parents’ jobs in other communities,
he said.
The increase probably won’t be as significant
this fall, but families are moving to the area,
because of jobs, relatives in the area or taking
over the family farm and coming back “home.”
Osborne said he really would like to see open
enrollment into the district increase as a result of
the community’s investments, which include theater and meeting spaces, made available to host
professional development conferences, concerts
and other events for students and adults alike.

Kulm community votes to
combine school buildings
Across the border 80 miles, in Kulm, N.D.,
perhaps the most unique school building decision of all has happened.
In March, nearly 250 patrons of the Kulm
School District gathered in the gymnasium to
view building plans that had been initiated by
members of the community, not the school board.
“This is your project,” Superintendent Tom
Nitschke had said at the meeting, according to
The Kulm Messenger, “which is why I’m not here
to convince you how to vote. I’m just here to give
you the information, so you can make the choice
that’s right for you.”
During the meeting, Nitschke listed several
areas of structural concern within the district’s
buildings, which could more economically be
handled with new construction than renovation,
according to the Messenger article.
Athletic Director Derrick Bopp said failure to
make improvements likely would lead the district

to lose the opportunity for any home games.

“We can disagree about the
degree of safety in our gym, but
the fact is a number of teams
already refuse to play us here,
and that will only continue. Our
annual B-squad tournament is
getting harder and harder to
fill, and we have already lost the
wrestling tournament that was
so popular,” Bopp said, adding that those

events benefit not only the school, but also community businesses.
“Ultimately,” Nitschke agreed, “we are a small
school operating two buildings. There’s no question that time and funds would be used more
efficiently if we were to combine buildings.”
At the March meeting, constituents viewed a
$5.5 million plan that included a 41,665-squarefoot addition with a 5,500-square-foot renovation.
During the meeting, one constituent pointed
out that enrollment was expected to increase
through 2020, as Nitschke’s projections had
accounted for all children already born within
the Kulm School District, but that no speculation could be made beyond that point, when the
building only would be halfway paid for.
However, Nitschke said the district has been
recognized as “small, but necessary” by the state,
which will be advantageous in securing funding—particularly if enrollment were to drop—
and the idea and decision to build are not based
solely on enrollment, but also on structural need.
The project that started with community initiative passed with solid community support—84
percent “yes” on the first vote. Now the community is looking forward to breaking ground.
The school is currently seeking new bids for a
winter/spring start date for construction.
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Hoven will be looking for
new life from school’s ashes

level III

The ONLY Verified

trauma center
IN HEALTH CARE

Back in South Dakota, the Hoven School District
knows the meaning of “structural necessity” better
than most districts, however.
In May, Hoven Junior/Senior High School—
which only recently had consolidated athletic teams
with the Gettysburg School District—was ravaged
by a nonsuspicious fire that started in the building’s
attic over the gymnasium.
In a June editorial about the school’s plight, The
Aberdeen American News pointed out Hoven’s population slide from 615 residents in 1980 to 406 in 2010
and said, “The Hoven fire felt like a speeding-up
of that seemingly inevitable (school consolidation)
process.”
To the contrary, however, the school will be
rebuilt, thanks in part to its insurance policy, as well
as to private contributions.
“In the devastation and loss, Hoven has a unique
opportunity to revitalize its town in a way other
rural communities do not,” the American News said
in the same editorial. “Hoven’s Holy Infant Hospital
closed a few years ago. Historic St. Anthony’s
Church is going through its own evolution as several area Catholic churches merge parishes. A new
Hoven High School could be that centerpiece that
breathes new life into the town.”
Since that June article, officials in Hoven have
announced that the former hospital, which is situated just across the street from the elementary
school, temporarily will house the community’s
educational hub until the new school can be built.
Hoven Superintendent Pat Jones said “The building’s location was a factor in the decision, along
with the fact that little work has to be done to get
it ready,” according to a report by The Aberdeen
American News. “The other option was to bring in
portable classrooms. Jones says that would have
required more work, including installing water and
sewer lines.” í
20 dakotafire.net
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History of District Reorganization
for South Dakota Schools, 1950–present

In 1950, South Dakota had 3,045 common districts,
264 independent districts, and 86 consolidated
districts. Here’s how that picture changed to the
151 districts in the state today.

1950

1951

1952

1953

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

Ardmore,
Davis, Lake
City and
Wentworth
closed.

Caputa,
Eden,
Esmond,
Okaton
and Onaka
closed.

Burbank
closed.

Dallas
closed.

Argonne
closed.

Lily, Virgil,
Turton,
Stratford
and
Keystone
closed.

Athol,
Ashton,
Frankfort,
Mellette
and Thomas
closed.

Lebanon,
Orient, Wasta
and Eagle
Butte Public
combined
with Cheyenne
River Agency.

Cavour and
Thorp consolidated
with Garden
City.

Brandt,
Goodwin,
Nisland and
Westport
closed.

Piedmont,
Quinn
and Sinai
closed.

Logan (Raymond),
Vienna, St.
Lawrence, Valley
Springs, Wallace,
Yake and Douglas
closed. High
school opened at
Ellsworth AFB.

Ree Heights
and General Beadle
(Madison)
closed.

Fulton,
Buffalo
Gap,
Bonilla
and
Pukwana
closed.

1965
Andover,
Bruce, Meckling, Monroe
and Winfred
closed.

1982

1981

1980

1979

1977

1976

1974

1972

1971

1970

1969

1968

1967

1966

Forestburg
55-2 dissolved.

Forestburg
55-2 did
not operate
(tuitioned out
all students)

West River
split into
Faith 46-2
and Dupree
64-2.

Tri-County split
into Emery
30-2 and
Bridgewater
43-6.

Bradley (Clark
County) &
Draper 37-1
closed.

North Brown
split into
Hecla-Houghton 06-4 and
Elm Valley
06-2.

Astoria
19-1
contracted
to Hendricks, MN.

Bryant,
Hazel
and Lake
Norden
closed.

Deadwood,
Reliance,
Tabor and
Springfield
closed.

Blunt, Erwin,
Gann Valley,
Kennebec,
Lane and
Vivian
closed.

Claremont,
Pierpont,
Chancelor,
Kidder, Interior, Volin,
and Witten
closed.

Pickstown,
Strandburg,
Farmer,
Bancroft,
and Big
Stone
closed.

Ravinia, Plano,
Orland, Colton,
Humboldt,
Barnard, Provo,
Worthing, Brentford, Raymond
and Vale closed.

Bath, Peever, Brentford, Columbia,
Belvidere, Trent,
Fedora, Garden
City, Toronto, Amherst, and Franklin
(Madison) closed.

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Fairfax 26-3,
Glenham 62-1,
Corona 54-2 &
Carthage 48-2
contracted high
school in-state &
operated elem only.

Fairfax 26-3 &
Bonesteel 26-1
reorganized into
Bonesteel-Fairfax
26-5; Agar contracted in-state.

Canova 48-1,
Hudson 41-3
& Java 62-2
contracted
in-state.

Corona 54-2
dissolved and
attached to
Wilmot 54-7;
Oldham 38-4
contracted
in-state.

Hudson 41-3
dissolved and attached to Alcester
61-1; Canova
48-2 dissolved
and attached to
Howard 48-3.

New
Effington
54-3 &
Wood 47-2
contracted
in-state.

Gary 19-3 & Clear Lake
19-2 reorganized into
Deuel 19-4; Wachter
44-3 dissolved to join
Leola 44-2; and
Delmont 21-3 contracted in-state.

Glenham 62-1, Java 62-2 & Selby 62-4 reorganized into Selby Area 62-5;
Spencer 43-4 & Salem 43-3 reorganized into McCook Central 43-7; Oldham
38-4 & Ramona 39-3 reorganized into Oldham-Ramona 39-7; Sisseton
54-5 & New Effington 54-3 reorganized into Sisseton Public 54-8;
Big Stone 25-2 dissolved and attached to Milbank 25-4; and Polo 29-2
contracted in-state.

2004

2003

2001

1997

1994

1993

1991

Lennox 41-4 split into two districts; Lennox 41-4 and
Tea Area 41-5; Alpena 36-1 dissolved and attached
to Wessington Springs, Wolsey, Huron & Woonsocket;
Lake Hendricks 05-4 dissolved and attached to
Deubrook Area 05-6; and Sisseton 54-9 & Veblen
45-3 reorganized into Sisseton 54-2.

Britton 45-1 & HeclaHoughton 06-4 reorganized
into Britton-Hecla 45-4; and
Agar 58-1 & Sully Buttes
58-2 reorganized into AgarBlunt-Onida 58-3.

Lake Central
changed its
district name
to Madison
Central 39-2.

Hermanson
50-4 dissolved and
attached to
Flandreau,
Dell Rapids
and Garretson.

Jefferson 61-6 & Elk Point
61-3 reorganized into Dakota Valley 61-8 and Elk
Point-Jefferson 61-7; and
Browns Valley and Sisseton Public reorganized
into Sisseton 54-9.

Browns Valley
54-1 contracted
with Sisseton
Public 54-8.

Artesian 55-1 & Letcher 55-3 reorganized into
Artesian-Letcher 55-5; Colman 50-1 & Egan 50-2
reorganized into Colman-Egan Area 50-5; Astoria
19-1 & Deubrook 05-2 reorganized into Deubrook
Area 05-6; Tripp 33-4 & Delmont 21-3 reorganized
into Tripp-Delmont 33-5; and Roscoe 22-4 & Hosmer
22-2 reorganized into Edmunds Central 22-5.

2005

2007

2008

2009

Cresbard 24-1, Faulkton 24-2, Ipswich 22-3 and Northwestern 56-3 reorganized into Faulkton Area 24-3, Ipswich Public 22-6 and Northwestern Area 567; Hitchcock 02-1& Tulare 56-5 consolidated into the Hitchcock-Tulare 56-6;
Bristol 18-1& Groton 06-3 consolidated into the Groton Area 06-6;
Miller 29-1, Wessington 02-4 and Wolsey 02-5 reorganized into the Miller Area
29-3 and Wolsey-Wessington 02-6; Midland 27-2 contracted their grades 9-12;
and Artesian-Letcher changed their district name to Sanborn Central 55-5.

Elm Valley
changed its
district name
to Frederick
Area 06-2.

Polo 29-2 & Carthage 48-2 did not operate (all
student either open enrolled or were contracted).
Kadoka 35-1 and Midland 27-2 consolidated
into Kadoka Area 35-2; and Irene 63-2 & Wakonda 13-2 consolidated into Irene-Wakonda 133; Platte Community 11-3 & Geddes Community
11-2 consolidated into Platte-Geddes 11-5.

Polo 29-2, Miller Area 29-3 & Faulkton Area 24-3
reorganized into Miller 29-4 and Faulkton Schools
24-4; Hyde 34-1 & Harrold 32-1 consolidated into
Highmore-Harrold 34-2; Mobridge 62-3 & Pollock 10-2
consolidated into Mobridge-Pollock 62-6; and South
Shore 14-3 dissolved and attached to the Waverly
School District 14-5.

Graphic by Dakotafire Media.
Information from the S.D. Department of Education: http://doe.
sd.gov/ofm/reorg.aspx

2013

2011

2010

Hurley 60-2 and
Viborg 60-5 consolidated into the
Viborg-Hurley School
District 60-6.

Bridgewater 43-6 and Emery consolidated into the
Bridgewater-Emery 30-3; Roslyn 18-2, Langford 45-2
and Webster 18-4 reorganized into Langford Area 45-5
and Webster Area 18-5. Greater Scott 61-5 dissolved and
attached to Alcester-Hudson 61-1 and Greater Hoyt 61-4
dissolved and attached to Elk Point-Jefferson 61-7.

Lemmon 52-2 and Northwest 52-3 consolidated into the Lemmon 52-4; Carthage 48-2 dissolved
and attached to Howard 48-3, De Smet 38-2, Sanborn Central 55-5 and Iroquois 02-3; Conde
56-1 dissolved and attached to Doland 56-2, Northwestern Area 56-7, Groton Area 06-6 and Clark
12-2; Isabel 20-2 dissolved and attached to Timber Lake 20-3, McIntosh 15-1 and Dupree 64-2;
and Colome 59-1 and Wood 47-2 consolidated into Colome Consolidated 59-3. Bonsteel-Fairfax
School District 26-5 changed its district name to South Central School District 26-5.
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00

Number of South Dakota
public districts, 1919-2014

00

3,449
3,094

00

00

00

00

00

Until 1955, South
Dakota had three different types of school
districts: common,
independent (meaning
they had taxing authority) and consolidated.
The most districts the
state had since 1919
happened in 1930-31,
when there were 3,449
total.

3,013
In 1955,
consolidated
districts were ended
by state statute.

TOTAL NUMBER OF DISTRICTS
COMMON DISTRICTS
INDEPENDENT DISTRICTS

00

3,362

In 1968, South
Dakota voters passed
a referendum that
decreed that all of the
land in the state had
to become part of an
independent school
district. The vote was
very close: 50.36
percent in favor, 49.64
percent opposed.

CONSOLIDATED DISTRICTS

262
93

1998

1993

1994

1997

Mayville-Portland and CliffordGalesburg consolidate to become Mayport CG #14. Aneta,
McVille, Michigan, Tolna, and
Unity consolidate to become
Dakota Prairie #1.

Binford and Glenfield
consolidate to become
Midkota #7. Central Cass
and Chaffee consolidated to become Central
Cass #17.

Cooperstown and Hannaford
consolidate to become
Griggs County Central #18.
Cass Valley North and Dakota consolidate to become
Northern Cass #97.
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Elgin and New Leipzig
consolidate to become
Elgin-New Leipzig #49.
East Central and West Central consolidate to become
Bisbee-Egeland #3.

2004

2003

2001

Lansford, Mohall and
Sherwood consolidate to
become Mohall-LansfordSherwood #1. Center and
Stanton consolidate to
become Center-Stanton #1.

Litchville and Marion consolidate to
become Litchville-Marion #46. Maple Valley and Oriska consolidate to
become Maple Valley #4. Berthold,
North Shore and Plaza consolidate
to become Lewis & Clark #161.

Taylor and Richardton consolidate to become RichardtonTaylor #34. Newport, Granville and Upham consolidate
to become TGU #60. Langdon, Milton and Osnabrook
consolidate to become Langdon Area #23. Fessenden and
Bowdon consolidate to become Fessenden-Bowdon #25.
Mott and Regent consolidate to become Mott-Regent #1.

2005

2006

2007

Neche, Pembina and Walhalla consolidate to become North Border #100.
Carrington and Sykeston consolidate
to become Carrington #49.Fordville
and Lankin consolidate to become
Fordville-Lankin #5.

New Rockford and Sheyenne
consolidate to become New
Rockford-Sheyenne #2. Bowman and Rhame consolidate
to become Bowman County
Schools.

Enderlin and Sheldon consolidate to become Enderlin Area
#24. Spiritwood, North Central
of Barnes and WimbledonCourtenay consolidate to become
Barnes County North #65.

1,797

2008

2013

2010

2009

Elgin/New Leipzig and
Roosevelt become Grant
County Schools. Adams
and Park River become
Park River Area.

Valley and
Edinburg become ValleyEdenberg.

Almont (Sims)
and New Salem
become New
Salem Public
Schools.

By 1976, with all common districts
absorbed into independent
districts, the qualifiers
“independent” and “common”
were dropped altogether.

Bisbee-Egeland and Southern
(Cando)restructured to form North
Star Public School. Pettibone,
Steele-Dawson and Tappan consolidate to become Kidder County.

According to the S.D. Department of Education website: “In
2007, legislation was passed that requires reorganization of
a school district when their K-12 enrollment drops to 100
or less students and this school district is not identified as
sparse.” There were 168 school districts in 2007.

195
36

1919-20
1921-22
1923-24
1925-26
1927-28
1929-30
1931-32
1933-34
1935-36
1937-38
1939-40
1941-42
1943-44
1945-46
1947-48
1949-50
1951-52
1953-54
1955-56
1957-58
1959-60
1961-62
1963-64
1965-66
1967-68
1969-70
1971-72
1973-74
1975-76
1977-78
1979-80
1981-82
1983-84
1986-87
1988-89
1990-91
1992-93
1994-95
1996-97
1998-99
2000-01
2002-03
2004-05
2006-07
2008-09
2010-11
2012-13

0

263
86

History of District Reorganization
for North Dakota Schools, 1990–present

151
There are 151 districts
in South Dakota today.

Sources: S.D. Department of Education and the N.D. Department of Public Instruction. Note: We were unable to find similar for North Dakota.

Teacher shortages:
The crisis is here
Once a ‘someday’ problem, this year school districts
scramble to fill positions just before students arrive
by MARY ANN GADBERRY • Additional reporting by

A

s parents filled their shopping
carts with pencils and
notebooks to prepare their
children for the new school year,
superintendents across the state
were dealing with some daunting
back-to-school lists of their own.
On their lists: teachers, all kinds.
Continued on page 24

LAURA PTACEK; DOUG CARD, BRITTON JOURNAL;
and GARRICK MORITZ, FAULK COUNTY RECORD

For a while this summer, it looked like Deuel
Superintendent Dean Christensen might have
an empty spot on his roster when he couldn’t
find a vocal music teacher.
Photo by Ken Reiste/Clear Lake Courier
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Theme of hiring reports from across the region: ‘We’re lucky’
Britton-Hecla (S.D.) School District

LaMoure (N.D.) School District

Clark (S.D.) School District

Oakes (N.D.) Public School

Superintendent Kevin Coles reported that the
district had seven teaching openings this year and
numerous open classified and coaching positions
that needed to be filled.
“It is difficult for rural schools our size to find candidates,” Coles said. “I think that is pretty relevant
across the state.”
Luanne Warren, superintendent/elementary principal, said the district was very fortunate to have all
its certified staff positions hired.
“We had to be creative in a couple instances,”
Warren said, “but nevertheless, we are very happy
with our new staff.”

Faulkton (S.D.) School District

Jody Moritz, Faulkton (S.D.) Area School District
teacher, stated that from a teacher’s perspective the
situation has gotten worse in recent years. “There
used to be many applicants for the open positions
and now there is usually only one or if we are lucky,
maybe two qualified applicants—even in the elementary school,” Moritz said. “Elementary positions
used to have 10-12 applicants for the openings.”
Continued from page 23
Dean Christensen, superintendent at Deuel
School District in Clear Lake, S.D., had six positions
to fill in 2014: three elementary, high school English,
vocal music and career guidance. He managed to fill
the others earlier in the summer, but by late July he
still hadn’t filled the vocal music position. He contacted all of the state colleges that graduated music
teachers. When that didn’t yield an applicant, he
researched every music teacher who had looked for a
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Superintendent Mitch Carlson happily stated that
all four open teaching positions were filled.
“However, we had very minimal applicants,”
Carlson said. “We probably had 10 applicants
between all the positions available. Of those applicants, some were retired teachers already looking to
get back into a teaching position from other states.”

Jason Joy, LaMoure’s new business teacher, was recruited
from Oregon. Courtesy photo

Ipswich (S.D.) School District

For now, Ipswich is not facing a teacher shortage. Drawing some staff from Aberdeen helps, and
Ipswich has been lucky, in the sense that most teacher
and staff vacancies are filled quickly.
“This spring we lost three teachers and one administrative assistant to retirement,” said Superintendent
Trent Osborne. “But we were able to fill some from
within. We try to hire the best people for us, and the
new building will be a big draw for potential staff. ...
The only problem for now is that we may need to add
more staff as we grow.”

job in South Dakota in the past three years and called
every one of them personally.
“They either had a job, had left the state or were not
interested in teaching,” Christensen said. “I am afraid
that is the future we are going to be faced with.”
He was finally able to fill the position on the last
day of July, just three weeks before students returned.
The vocal music position was the worst, with no
applicants, but hiring for the other positions was
nearly as difficult: He had just 20 applicants for the
three elementary positions, four for the English

Oakes had three elementary and four high school
teaching positions open this year. Superintendent
Josh Johnson reported that all seven were filled but
not without using some creative options.

Webster (S.D.) School District

Superintendent James Block reported the district
had six certified vacancies this spring.
“We were able to fill the positions with quality
candidates after repeated advertising and some thorough recruiting,” Block said. “With a district enrollment of 525, we still experience quality and quantity candidates for elementary teaching positions.
However, any subject at the secondary level typically results in very few candidates and often times
unqualified candidates.”

teacher job and three for career guidance.
“This is a drastic change from five or so years ago
when I would have received 50 or more applicants
per elementary position and a dozen or so for the
high school positions,” Christensen said.
The Deuel School District is by no means alone
in its struggle: Districts all across the Dakotas are
increasingly desperate to find qualified teachers.
(See the yellow box above for a description of the
situation at other schools in the Dakotas.)
Making the problem more difficult is the

increasing number of retirements as
baby boomers age out of teaching
careers.
Britton-Hecla (S.D.) School District,
for example, had three retirements and
has a large number of veteran teachers nearing retirement age on staff. The
situation for administrators is similar.
Britton-Hecla’s superintendent, Kevin
Coles, cited a poll that said there were
37 openings for the 150 superintendent
jobs in the state this year. Of the superintendents in South Dakota, one is 74,
two are 68, 59 are 55 or older, and 26
are ages 50-54.
For years, schools have discussed
the difficulty in finding math and science teachers. Those are no longer the
only areas affected, according to Rob
Monson, executive director of School
Administrators of South Dakota.
“The teacher shortage is a big problem that affects all academic areas in
our schools,” Monson said. “We lack
teachers in every subject and in every
school district.”
For all the other educational conversations and reform efforts going on
across the state, this problem could be
argued to be the most crucial.
“We know the best way to improve
education is to put excellent teachers in
front of students,” Monson said. “Our
biggest concern now is in some schools
we can’t find a teacher to put in the
classroom.”

Low salaries are
cause for alarm

The majority of the school districts
contacted for this story said that salaries are the main issue when it comes

there is going to be issues in recruitment of students to go into education,”
according to LaMoure (N.D.) Public
School Superintendent Mitch Carlson.
Coles agreed that money is the primary factor.
“That leads to some people in education getting out and young people not getting in,” he said. “We have
a $32,500 base salary, which is pretty
competitive statewide for our size
of school, but we are still light years
behind as far as salary when you
compare that to neighboring states.

We’ve been talking about
our teacher shortage and
low salaries for years and
really haven’t done anything. Now it’s time to do
something.”

Superintendent Dean Christensen speaks with Deuel’s new vocal music teacher, Doug Dyk.
Photo by Ken Reiste/Clear Lake Courier

to the teacher shortage in North and
South Dakota.
According to the National Center for
Educational Statistics, South Dakota’s
average teacher pay ($39,580) ranks
last in the nation. North Dakota ranks
just one place higher with an average
teacher pay of $47,344.
“(Salary) is the elephant in the
room,” Christensen said. “No one
wants to admit that to get good people
in the position we are going to have to
pay them. When you have to attend a

four-year college and come away with
$60,000 or more debt to get a $30,000
teaching job, or you have the option
of a technical education for two years
and perhaps a $10,000 debt and make
$45,000 or more right out of school, it is
not hard to figure out what choice kids
are going to make.”
And maybe they don’t even have to
go to school at all: “When young adults
can get employment right out of high
school and make a salary comparable that a beginning teacher can earn,

The situation in North Dakota is
improving but still not to where it
needs to be, according to Oakes (N.D.)
Superintendent Josh Johnson.
“Salaries have increased in North
Dakota over the past five years, but we
also need to fine-tune the retention and
recruitment portion of the process,”
Johnson said. “Retention of our teachers is just as important as recruiting
new teachers.”

Marketing becomes
a new mandatory skill

Since they can’t make a convincing
case with the dollars they have at hand,
superintendents have to get creative.
The days of simply placing an ad
for an open teaching position and then
waiting for the applications to come
dakotafire.net 25

Even adjusted for cost of living,
South Dakota teacher salaries are region’s lowest
WY
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rolling in are over. Today superintendents have to sell candidates on their
school, their community and their
$57,920
plans for the future. With the lim$60,208
ited number of applicants out there,
$56,268
the incentives have to be unique and
$58,369
enticing.
$51,528
“We contacted teachers personally
$57,638
to inform them that we have openings
that they might be interested in,” Block
$48,931
said. “We have advertised for non-cer$54,489
tified candidates in hopes that they
$49,999
can eventually become alternatively
$53,304
certified (Career and Tech Education).”
Average salary
$47,344
The LaMoure School District has
$52,722
tried
all sorts of incentives—“a signing
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$39,580
price parity
contracts, and living expenses for staff
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members,” Carlson said. “We have
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advertised in multiple states also.”
Christensen said Deuel School
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Analysis by the South Dakota Budget and Policy Institute. Data sources: National Center for Education Statistics, Census,
Bureau of Labor Statistics. http://www.sdbpi.org/sd-teacher-salaries-lowest-in-nation
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District does a statewide recruitment
and tries to build its network as much
as it can. Personally soliciting candidates to get them to apply for the positions—which is what it took to find a
vocal music teacher—started a few
years ago, he said.

Other factors

Money isn’t the only hurdle, however. Other factors that figure into
teachers’ career decisions have become
increasingly stress-inducing.
“The burnout rate is increasing with
so many expectations and regulations
placed on our teachers,” said Clark
(S.D.) Superintendent Luanne Warren.
“Twenty years ago, teachers had the
‘summers off’ to rejuvenate from the
daily stresses, but anymore teachers
are working the entire year, attending

various trainings and workshops to
address the high demands required of
us. In small schools, teachers have to
wear so many hats and they have very
busy schedules with many preps; this
sometimes discourages teachers. One
of the teachers we lost this year went
from six preps to two in a larger district. It’s hard to compete with this!”
Getting a new playbook every few
years also increases the stress level.
“State and federal mandates and
regulations that require teachers to do
more and take away from local flexibility continue to make the job less
appealing,” Christensen said. “Not
all of these are bad, but change comes
at such a quick pace that teachers are
unable to keep up and they are not
given the resources and time to make
the change and get results before

another change is forced upon them.
That results in a very stressful environment that makes the low pay even
more of a glaring issue.”
The problems likely start long
before teachers would enter classrooms—when they are making career
decisions in college.
“I would say that education, as a
career, is not viewed in a very positive light on our college campuses
due to low salaries, mandatory testing linked to evaluations, a lack of
support overall for education in our
state, and a view that while teaching is a noble profession there is more
opportunity in the private sector for
graduates in those hard-to-fill academic disciplines,” said Dr. Joel Price,
Superintendent at Faulkton (S.D.) Area
School District.

A matter of respect

Tied up with the issue of teacher
salaries is the issue of respect for the
profession. Neither one is likely to be
solved without simultaneous improvement in the other.
“Until we return some respect and
prestige to the occupation of teaching
we are not going entice young people
into the field,” Christensen said. “What
other occupation in the world are the
people who actually work in the field
not considered to be the experts?”
In the meantime, schools are relying on teachers like Jody Moritz of
Faulkton—those who have figured out
how to deal with less money in order
to do something they find rewarding.
“While our salaries may be lacking, our dedication is not,” Moritz said.

“Most of us have dual incomes. That is
very true of all of Faulk County. A family needs two incomes to survive and
prosper.
“I do not teach for the money. I
teach because I feel I have knowledge
and experience to share with my students. I believe that the students in
our district receive a quality education because we, as a district, have
always demanded the best possible
‘work’ from our students.
“The district might be able to attract
better qualified teachers if the pay were
better, but there is something to be said
for dedication to the community.”
The challenge for superintendents
is to find, create or maybe conjure up a
whole lot more community-dedicated
teachers. í

We’re leading by example.
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Candidates give their take on rural issues
We asked North and South Dakota candidates for federal or statewide positions to tell how they would serve rural
places. Here are the responses from those who answered our request.

As the population
of many rural areas
in the Dakotas has
shrunk, the political
voice of the
residents of these
places has often
been diminished
as well. How will
you, as an elected
official, respond
to the needs of the
rural places you
represent? How will
you work to make
rural communities
stronger and more
vibrant?
28 dakotafire.net

North Dakota

George B. Sinner
grew up in Casselton and have spent
most of my career
living and working
in small towns of
North Dakota. The
economic security of
rural communities
is very personal to
me. I honestly believe that when our rural
agricultural communities flourish, the rest
of our economy will too.
In North Dakota, the oil boom is revitalizing many communities with economic
opportunities and an influx of people.
But with these opportunities also come
challenges—from overcrowded schools to
crumbling roads, our rural communities
are changing, and not necessarily all for
the better. I have fought and will continue
fighting for the fair distribution of tax
revenues to not only protect rural life, but
also enhance and expand rural services.
My commitment is to the people—not to
an industry, not to a party. That means I
will work across the aisle to ensure that
rural communities that helped build and
shape our state remain prosperous.

U.S. HOUSE

I

Kevin Cramer
ur state is
experiencing the
largest economic
boom in the country
right now, and while
infrastructure development lags behind,
it is starting to catch
up. The population is
declining in some areas, but rapidly expanding in others. Both energy and agriculture
industries are growing, but we need to
ensure that continues on a long-term basis,
and in doing so produce more wealth in our
rural counties. On a federal level that means
rolling back the mountains of red tape and
regulations that President Obama has piled
onto ag and energy producers and small
businesses, unnecessarily pushing up the
costs and complexities of doing business. We
need a predictable regulatory environment
along with a stable tax structure that attracts
investments. We also need to promote the
development of all our energy resources,
creating energy security and driving down the
high fuel costs that can cripple agricultural
producers and rural residents.

No response from Jack Seaman.

O

ATTORNEY GENERAL
Kiara Kraus-Parr
s an attorney practicing in North
Dakota, I know that the need for
legal services in rural
areas is critical. Often
people in these areas
don’t have access to
legal services for civil
cases such as family law, housing, and
income maintenance.
These communities
have nowhere to turn
for help. I would develop access to legal
services by promoting solo and small
firms in these communities. Every year
new lawyers graduate from law school,
and we should recruit these passionate
and educated individuals into our rural
communities.
The attorney general, as a member of the
Industrial Commission, is on the board of
the State Bank of North Dakota. In that
capacity, I would introduce loan forgiveness programs for student loans and lowinterest loans for solo and small-firm law
offices. This would encourage and inspire
the next generation of attorneys to settle
and start businesses in rural communities.
No response from Wayne Stenehjem.

A

SECRETARY OF STATE
No response from Al Jaeger, April Fairfield or
Roland Reimers.
AGRICULTURE
COMMISSIONER
Doug Goehring
reater efficiency in
agriculture means
fewer people are
involved in the production of food, feed, fiber
and fuel, resulting in
out-migration from
our state and rural
communities. Although
agriculture supports almost 25 percent of
North Dakota’s workforce, it can actually
generate more jobs.
The adoption of precision agriculture means
more opportunities for service providers, such
as computer programmers and technicians,
diesel technicians, mechanical engineers,
agronomists, logistic personnel, chemical
applicators, implement manufacturers and
more. A more efficient agricultural economy
also requires more infrastructure—sewer,
water, roads, and railroad services—which in
turn create more jobs supporting vibrant rural
communities.
Help is available. The Pride of Dakota program helps small businesses expand and
develop markets for their products. Specialty
crop block grants support research and
development of new crops supporting more
diversity and more jobs. We can have a more
efficient agriculture and still grow our rural
communities.

G

Ryan Taylor
griculture is our top
industry, and we
need an agriculture
commissioner who’ll
stand up for the values
that make us special.
Having served an
expansive rural district
in the state Senate for
10 years, I have seen firsthand the value of
a strong rural advocate.
As a family rancher with a hometown of
fewer than 600 people, I understand the
challenges facing rural North Dakotans, because I live them. As an author and speaker,
my ability to advocate for rural communities
is sorely needed as we change and our rural
economy evolves.
Our agriculture commissioner has many opportunities to strengthen the rural economy,
overseeing economic partners like the State
Bank of North Dakota and Housing Finance
Agency, in addition to a seat on the Water
Commission. Vibrant rural communities
depend on agriculture’s success and investments that come from a leader who’ll make
the case convincingly, and I will do just that.

A

TAX COMMISSIONER
Anthony
Mangnall
would do a better job
of communicating
to rural communities
about the various
programs designed
to help them that go

I

Continued on page 30
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Continued from page 29

largely untapped. I’d also lobby to lower
or eliminate ALL income taxes, push for
a statewide consumption tax, and support efforts to use surplus funds to build
state infrastructure. I’d like to see tax
incentives for teachers, medical professionals, and business owners who choose
to live in smaller communities. Oil has
been good to our state, but it has also
brought pollution and crime for which
the oil companies need to take some
responsibility. Oil has also purchased and
corrupted our elected officials (just check
their biggest donors!). As a Libertarian,
we favor getting money out of government
and ending fraud and waste wherever we
see it. As a business owner and technology/communications expert I could
transform the office into a sleek, modern
office that serves ALL North Dakotans.
No response from Ryan Rauschenberger
or Jason Astrup.
PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSIONER
Regular election candidates:
Brian Kalk
I grew up in Bottineau, traveled
the world as a U.S.
Marine, and returned
home to raise my
family and serve my
neighbor.
As chairman of
the Public Service
Commission (PSC), I have a responsibility
30 dakotafire.net

to serve the needs of all North Dakotans,
but I must admit that rural N.D. has a
special place in my heart.
The energy boom in our state has created
opportunity for growth in rural N.D. that
hasn’t been seen for decades. We must
do our best to find that balance between
energy development and agriculture. My
priorities are pipeline safety, enhanced
telecommunications, and emergency
response capability. Pipelines, properly
constructed, and maintained, provide
the safest way to move energy. The more
energy moved by pipeline frees up truck
and rail to move agricultural products.
High-speed internet provides farmers
and rural-based businesses the ability to
reach customers around the state, nation,
and world.
Finally, the PSC works with our “first
responders” to make sure we all understand what is moving in our state. It is
vital that the responders have the training
and equipment to meet the challenges.
No response from Todd Reisenauer.
Special election candidates:

ways as a Public Service Commissioner:
1. The N.D. Public Service Commission
holds public hearings in communities
impacted by potential industrial projects.
I consider every concern expressed and
adjust projects whenever possible to
ensure that they exist in harmony with the
neighbors impacted. I am committed to
listening to the people I serve.
2. I am working with a coalition of state,
local and legislative officials to use North
Dakota’s extensive natural gas resources
for the benefit of communities not currently connected with natural gas. This
has huge impacts for long-term economic
growth and is a way to spread the wealth
of the energy economy to places in rural
eastern, central and southern North
Dakota that are not realizing as many
economic benefits.
No response from Tyler Axness.

ing to survive, we have to change course.
Here’s part of what I’m proposing:
Expand use of ethanol 30: E-30 is safe,
cost-effective, better for the environment
and a great market for corn producers. I
will fight Big Oil and the EPA to expand
the use of this product.
Put a moratorium on rural post office
closures: The post office is vital to small
towns and rural seniors. I will fight to
protect rural post offices and Saturday
mail service.
Reform the farm commodity program:
Too many Farm Bill dollars go to huge,
corporate producers who don’t need
them. The program should be a safety net
for family-scale farms not a pay-out to
corporations.
No response from Mike Rounds, Larry
Pressler or Gordon Howie.

South Dakota

U.S. HOUSE

U.S. SENATE

Julie Fedorchak
orth Dakota has
unprecedented
opportunities to help
rural communities
not just survive but
thrive. Rural communities are a precious
component of our
culture and quality
of life, and I am very committed to giving
residents from rural North Dakota a
voice. I am doing that already in two key
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Rick Weiland
s I traveled to
all 311 incorporated S.D.
towns during my
campaign, I came
away convinced that
small towns are the
backbone of our
state. Both Congress
and the president have ignored the needs
of rural America, and as a result, there
are tremendous challenges facing South
Dakota small towns. If rural America is go-

Kristi Noem
any people
don’t understand rural America,
how we drive 20
miles to get groceries or figure out
what to eat without
pizza delivery. But
I do. I was born
here, raised here, raised my children
here and plan to grow old here. And I am
really proud of that. I also understand
there are unique challenges rural families,
businesses and schools face. Ensuring
broadband reaches into every community

is important, as it can expand educational opportunities and improve access to health care. Keeping
federal bureaucrats from telling us how to ranch and
farm is a continuous struggle. Ensuring our agriculture
economy has the proper safety nets to stay healthy is
critical. I will continue working to address these challenges and preserve our way of life, so my children
and yours can share in the tradition of life in rural
America.
Corinna Robinson
will support legislation and
grants to ensure under-funded
and understaffed ambulance
services can more effectively
reach small populations and
transport patients to local hospitals and tertiary centers, that
tertiary health care centers who
receive large amounts of federal
funding and endowments are required to help recruit
doctors to small communities, provide telemedicine
technology, specialty outreach, home health, and
hospice care.
I will work to ensure that there is reliable rail service,
that ranchers can get fair prices for livestock, and that
the minimum wage is increased. I will support raising
teachers’ salaries in order to retain current teachers
and recruit new ones to save our local schools. I will
also work to ensure that Internet companies and cellphone companies bring current technology to rural
areas so that they can be competitive in attracting
new business.
There’s much to do, and I can get ’er done!

I

GOVERNOR
Dennis Daugaard
grew up in a rural area and my home is still the
family farm my grandparents homesteaded over 100

I

years ago between Garretson
and Dell Rapids. I know firsthand the challenges of small,
rural communities.
That’s why my administration
has continued Capital for a
Day. I’ve brought my staff and
Cabinet to Canton, Onida,
Volga, Hill City, Britton, DeSmet,
Viborg, Lead/Deadwood, Flandreau, Wall and
Parkston to tour the community, meet with officials
and hear from constituents.
Over the last four years, I have worked to improve
the quality of life in rural areas and will continue
to listen to their opportunities and challenges.
Rural communities have benefited from Community Development Block Grants, the Building South
Dakota fund and workforce development dollars. With
the Legislature, I expanded programs to bring doctors
and other health care providers to rural areas, and I
signed legislation to do the same for attorneys.
I’ve met with mayors and business leaders from all
over the state to find ways the state can work with
communities, or stay out of the way. South Dakota’s
small communities and they are important and I will
continue to work hard for them.
Mike Myers
y platform is built on three
planks: Good education,
good health care and good
government.
Education is our most important investment in the future.
Today’s evolving information
technology can deliver to rural
communities the same level of
information provided within major universities.

Pools • Spas • Games & Things

826 6th Ave. SE • Aberdeen, SD 57401
605-226-9074
blackknightpools@yahoo.com

Hot Tubs

-Hot Springs
-Limelight
-Hot Spot

Pool Tables

-Olhausen Billards
-American Heritage
-Connelly Billards

Saunas

-Saunatec
-Finnleo

Patio Furniture
-O.W. Lee -Hansen
-Tropitone -Agio

Foosball
-Valley

M
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-Champion

Pools
Games

-Darts
-Poker Tables

Hot Tub & Pool
Supplies
-Bioguard

Sanford Radiologist Publishes Breast
Cancer Study in JAMA

BREAST CANCER HAS NO PLACE TO HIDE

3D mammography finds more invasive cancers, reduces recalls
Threedimensional
mammography
finds
significantly
more invasive
cancers and
reduces
unnecessary
recalls, according
to a large,
retrospective
Thomas Cink, MD:
study published
Co-author
in the Journal
of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) featuring data from Edith
Sanford Breast Center.

“3D mammography allows us to
find more small cancers and the
advanced technology also reduces
overlapping tissue densities,
which in turn decreases patient
call backs for additional tests.”
Bob Hagen Ed.S. MSRS R.T.
Director of Imaging

The study, “Breast cancer screening
using tomosynthesis in combination
with digital mammography,” was led by
Sarah Friedewald, M.D., of Advocate

Lutheran Hospital in Park Ridge,
Illinois, and co-authored by Thomas
Cink, M.D., a breast radiologist for
Sanford Health in Sioux Falls. It focused
on the impact of 3D mammography at a
diverse range of sites across the United
States. The study looked at nearly half a
million mammograms, including 30,000
from Sanford Health.
Results indicated that 3D mammography
lead to a 41 percent increase in invasive
cancer detected, a 15 percent decrease in
unnecessary recalls for false alarms and a
29 percent increase in the detection of all
breast cancers.
“Three-dimensional mammography
finds more of the invasive, harmful
cancers and saves women the anxiety
and cost of having additional screenings
for what turns out to be a false alarm,”
said Cink. “Women see little difference
between a conventional 2D mammogram
and a 3D mammogram; the exam
takes just a few seconds longer and the
positioning is the same, but I believe
the real difference is in the enhanced
information available to the doctor with
a 3D image.”

MAMMOGRAPHY
AT SANFORD ABERDEEN
MEDICAL CENTER
Edith Sanford Breast Center has brought
breakthrough technology to Sanford Aberdeen
Medical Center, helping to detect breast cancer in
its smallest and earliest stage.
3D mammography gives you:
• Earlier detection
• Fewer additional tests
• Reduced anxiety
As the region’s most experienced provider of 3D
mammography, you can feel confident we can find
what may be hiding.
CALL EDITH SANFORD ABERDEEN
AT (605) 626-4350 TO SCHEDULE YOUR
3D MAMMOGRAM.

SANFORDHEALTH.ORG
KEYWORD: 3D MAMMOGRAPHY

Continued from page 31

Health care: As the former CEO of the
Mayo/St. Mary’s hospital in Rochester
MN, I am well-qualified to convert the
Affordable Care Act to a rural health insurance co-op model implementing Mayo
Clinic utilization standards. Also, I will
support Medicaid expansion with priority
for long-term care.
Good government: South Dakota has
been identified as the second- or thirdmost corrupt state in the nation. The corruption has impacted our rural counties
and communities. As governor, one of
my first acts will be to appoint a special
independent prosecutor to investigate the
EB-5 scandal.
As a footnote, I will replace the “Governors Hunt” with the “Peoples Hunt.”
No response from Susan Wismer.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Marty J. Jackley
s South Dakota’s
attorney general,
it is my responsibility to work with
law enforcement
authorities to protect
our communities
through reasonable
prosecutions and
crime prevention
efforts. This public safety responsibility
is especially important in our rural areas
when local authorities may be facing
resource limitations. South Dakota does
an excellent job of sharing and joining

A

resources to assist rural authorities. This
starts with our certification process that
brings officers from large and small departments together for training. We utilize
task force operations in large and small
communities to address drug abuse and
the sexual exploitation of children. We
provide direct resources through our
drug control and 24/7 alcohol sobriety
programs. From a law enforcement perspective, the voice of rural South Dakota
is and will remain well-represented by
our sheriffs, police chiefs, local prosecutors, and an attorney general that
grew up in and appreciates the needs of
rural South Dakota.
Jackley is running unopposed.
SECRETARY OF STATE
Shantel Krebs
s an elected
official, it’s my responsibility to make
sure every constituent’s voice is heard
and represented
equally. One of my
goals in running a
successful Secretary of State’s Office is a rededication to
customer service.
We need a system that’s easy to use
for all South Dakotans, whether they’re
living in a city or on a farm or ranch in a
remote corner of the state. As chair of
the Senate Agriculture Committee and
growing up on a farm, I know how important the business side of ag is, and we
must strive to help, not hinder success.

A

Not everyone has the same technology,
so while it’s important to have the best,
automated systems, it’s just as vital to
have a live person available to assist
whenever possible.
Feedback on which functions of the office
work well and which need adjustment
is crucial. I’ll practice our state motto
that “Under God, the People Rule”; all of
them.
No response from Angelia Schultz or Lori
Stacey.
TREASURER
Rich Sattgast
t has been my
pleasure to serve
the citizens of South
Dakota as their
state treasurer. As
an elected official,
it is imperative to
ensure all citizens
have access to
their government, and that is why I work
to bring services to our rural communities. As the administrator of the
Unclaimed Property Division I use weekly
newspapers, the Internet and local fairs
and events to reach our rural citizens. In
addition, I am a strong advocate of local
government and to that end I work closely
with our city and county officials to bring
the services the State Treasurer’s Office
provides into our local communities. As
your state treasurer I will use innovative
methods to reach our rural communities
as these are the backbone of our state.
Serving on the State Investment Council,

I

I support the CD Program so our local
banks have access to funds for rural
economic development.
No response from Denny Pierson.
COMMISSIONER OF SCHOOL
AND PUBLIC LANDS
Ryan Brunner
he Office of
School and Public
Lands manages
760,000 acres of
trust lands in S.D.
and gives the revenue to schools. We
rely on our lessees
in rural areas to be
the stewards of our land and provide a
revenue source for education. I grew up
in Nisland, S.D. (population 234), on
a family farm/feedlot operation and I
appreciate the needs of rural communities. As commissioner, I will work with our
1,200 lease holders to ensure we provide
great customer service for their needs. I
will also spend time in the field instead
of the office to be accessible to our lessees and rural communities. If economic
development opportunities involve state
trust lands I will be a willing partner in
opportunities to make our rural communities stronger and more vibrant. I would
appreciate your support and be happy to
listen to any suggestions.
Brunner is running unopposed.
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Local food challenge can build skills, spark
by BECKY FROEHLICH

Yearlong local food challenge led Minnesotan to learn
to preserve and appreciate tastes from nearby sources

A

Goods for sale at the Coteau Hills Farmers Market in
Kulm, N.D. Dakotafire file photo by Sarah Gackle

s the harvest season begins,
Dakotafire Media is challenging people in the Dakotas to go local.
From Sept. 6-19, participants in the Local
Food Challenge will eat locally produced
food and share their experiences online.
Those willing to bite can choose from
two levels of participation. In the Local Basic
challenge, participants must eat all fruits and
vegetables from local sources for 14 days.
The second level, Local Hardcore, has participants eat all local food for 14 days straight,
except seven items that may not be available
locally. Suggestions for these “trade items”
are salt, coffee, chocolate, bananas, or whatever participants think are essential but not
grown in the Dakotas.
Participants can get an “I Went Local”
T-shirt and a new experience to share with
their communities. They also may find
unexpected benefits.
That’s what happened when one
Midwestern man participated in a similar
challenge, but took it to an even higher level.
Dr. Steve Dahlberg advocates for local food
as the leader of the extension program at
White Earth Tribal and Community College
in Mahnomen, Minn. But when a fellow
advocate suggested he and other community members “put their mouth where
their mouth is” and eat food sourced from
only 5 miles around them, most thought it
was a crazy idea. Eventually, he and seven
other participants gave themselves a more
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LOCAL

FOOD

CHALLENGE
SEPTEMBER 6-19, 2014
Sign up: www.dakotafire.net/golocal

“The freshness of the
food is a plus. It’s a
thousand miles fresher
than things in the
grocery store.”
— Dr. Steve Dahlberg

o

rk connections
manageable radius of 250 miles and kept it local
for one year.
For that time, Dahlberg almost exclusively ate
locally produced items that suited his taste. He
enjoyed “rabbit, venison, lamb, beef, pork, and a
nice variety of meats,” as well as learning to make
his own sourdough bread. As someone who grew
up on a farm, he felt at home eating locally produced yogurt, buttermilk, and other dairy items.
As in the Dakotafire Local Hardcore challenge,
most people participating also allowed themselves
“trade items.”
“The goal of what we were
doing wasn’t to exclusively eat
what was in our backyards—
people have always traded
things that weren’t available to
them, like the old spice trade. We
wanted to mimic that and carry
it on ... and we didn’t want to be
an exercise in self-flagellation,
either,” Dahlberg laughs.
The results of this challenge
were rewarding to Dahlberg
Steve Dahlberg learned
and the others involved. Years
to make sourdough bread
during his year of eating
later, he still reaps the benefits
locally. Courtesy photo
of the skills he learned during
the challenge.
“While I’m not hardcore about it now anymore,
since I do buy things I like from faraway places, I
continue to buy locally,” he says.
An important skill that he learned from the
challenge was fermentation.
“The eating season is much longer than the
growing season in our part of the world, and learning that skill is something that I maintain and continue now years later,” he says.
Continued on page 36
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LOCAL FOOD DIRECTORY

The Field

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

5631 County Rd 63 • Adrian, ND

Bring this
ad in for
10% off one
dining meal!
Expires 10/11/14

Open Thurs-Sat, 4-close (lounge), 5:30-9 (restaurant)

701-778-7178 • Reservations are appreciated!

Celebrate the local food providers in
your area! Please thank these supporters
of the Dakota Local Food Project.
Jorgenson Meat Processing
See us for your custom
processing of beef, pork,
sheep, and wild game.
All meat is double-wrapped!
Waubay, SD
605-947-4460

125+ Years Of Growing Good Food

PORK • BEEF • CHICKEN • EGGS

Dakota

SISU

F A R M
•

FR EDERICK, S.D.

•

• No antibiotics or hormones
• Raised on pasture
• Low-stress handling

39038 105th St. • Frederick, SD 57441

605-290-3333
dave@dakotasisufarm.com

www.dakotasisufarm.com

Ask
e
for th

good
stuff!

www.ndfarmersmarkets.com

Celebrate harvest time in Ellendale!

APPLEFEST

Saturday, September 13

Parade, games and more!

www.ellendalend.com

Continued from page 35

Annikki’s Weaving Studio
FINNISH STYLE, HAND-WOVEN AND HAND-KNIT

rag rugs • runners • wall hangings • caps • mittens • scarves • socks

Weaving, knitting and other craft classes available!
Annikki Marttila
annevima@yahoo.com • (605) 329-2238 • 39034 105th St., Frederick, SD 57441

www.finnishweaver.etsy.com
Show the region how YOUR business
is helping to build a better community!
Advertise in Dakotafire and reach thousands
of community-minded folks in North and South Dakota.

For details, go to www.dakotafire.net/advertise
Or drop
Sales & Marketing Director
Laura Ptacek a line!
605-380-8141
or laura@dakotafire.net
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Canning and fermenting were wise
strategies for continuing the challenge into winter months. There is
also appeal in cracking open a can of
summer vegetables to serve in the cold
Midwestern winter. “The freshness
of the food is a plus,” he adds. “It’s a
thousand miles fresher than things in
the grocery store.”
The other benefits that Dahlberg
pinpoints impact both the community
and the individual.
“I like having a viable small community,” he says. “I like living outside
of a small town, and it’s important to
me to not have to go an hour or more
to get things that I need. If I can have
that convenience, I have to support the
community first of all. It’s really a matter of keeping rural Minnesota viable.”
He also points to the health of a
local population as being improved by
local food.
“One of the reasons why there’s
a variety of different allergies that
are getting to be different chronic

problems is because people aren’t getting inoculated by various microbes
from our region,” he explains. Eating
local foods consistently would help
prevent health problems later on.
Eating locally builds relationships
within communities as well.
“I trust people that I have a relationship with to take my needs into consideration with this food,” Dahlberg says.
While large corporations might
offer convenience, their priorities differ from that of a community member
providing food.
“Having the personal touch is a
benefit for me. At the end of the day,
anything with a small-scale individual
or an independent proprietor has to
live and die on their reputation. They
have a very strong interest in treating
people fairly,” Dahlberg says.
Local foods may have other longlasting impacts as well. Dahlberg sees
locally produced food as having a
potent future.
“While there are plenty of moving parts when it comes to predicting what’s going to happen,” he says,

“I like living outside of a small town, and it’s
important to me to not have to go an hour
or more to get things that I need. If I can
have that convenience, I have to support
the community first of all. It’s really a
matter of keeping rural Minnesota viable.”

6

Air

— Dr. Steve Dahlberg
$3 each • $2.50 for two • $2 each for five or more
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“Energy costs will continue to go
up, and that will probably change
the economics of food in the whole
world.”
As of now, the cost of transporting foods from other continents is
small enough that it is still profitable.
However, as the price of the energy
required for transport goes up, local
food may become more competitive
financially.
“If everyone takes the steps to
make local food a major part of
their diet now, they won’t have to
be scrambling when they can’t get
winter fruits and vegetables for
a maintainable price,” Dahlberg
recommends.
This challenge may be an experience that leads to an entire lifestyle
change, but starting out small, like
the Dakota Local Food Challenge, is
a wise idea.
Dahlberg took one specific lesson
from his experience as advice.
“Start slow,” he says. “Do as
much research as possible beforehand. If you have the luxury to make
the transition over a period of time,
do it. Change can be upsetting for
some people, and food is near and
dear to a lot of us, so totally changing quickly might be stressful.”
A challenge like Dakotafire’s is
a great way to dip your toes into a
larger pool.
“Start out with changing the
source of just one type of item on
a regular basis, like eggs first, next
meat,” Dahlberg suggests. í

How lo(cal) can you go?

Find out in the
Dakota Local Food Challenge!

What is the Dakota Local Food Challenge?
The Dakota Local Food Challenge is a way for people
in the Dakotas to get better connected to the land
and the people who produce our food by eating
food produced locally for two weeks in September.
Participants will (briefly) chart their local foodiness each day on a calendar, downloadable at
www.dakotafire.net/golocal, and then either e-mail
or mail that calendar back to us the week following the
challenge.
What will I get if I take part?
Everyone who completes a calendar will get a fun “I WENT
LOCAL” T-shirt, and their names will also be put in a drawing
to win other prizes. Moreover, you’ll likely also get a greater
appreciation of your place in the world of agriculture and
a warm fuzzy feeling inside. Some others who have taken
part in local food challenges report other benefits such as
feeling healthier, losing weight, and making friends—though
we’re only guaranteeing the T-shirt.
So does every bite of food for those 14 days need to come
from a local source?
Not exactly. We’ve set up two levels of participation:
LOCAL BASIC: Eating all of your fruits and vegetables from
local sources for 14 days; and
LOCAL HARD-CORE: Eating all local food for 14 days, with
the exception of seven items that are not.

Turn in a log of
your local food
eating and get
a T-shirt!

What do you mean by local? Details, details!
You can find the answer to this and lots more information on how to take part, including recipes and
where to find locally produced food, on our website
as the challenge gets going.

Learn more & sign up online: www.dakotafire.net/golocal
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An outsider’s love affair with the Jim River
by KEN SCHMIERER

W

hen a professor of photography stumbled upon a couple albums
of photographs in the display cases of an antique mall, he felt a tug
at his heartstrings. These two albums were pieces of a previous lifetime.
Haunting and elusive, they clung to his memory like the dust of time.

Roddy MacInnes
has traveled to
the Dakotas often
since he discovered
Nina Weiste’s
photographs.
Photo by Ken
Schmierer

The timeless photos captured a young woman and to North Dakota looking for ways to develop a phoa place that Roddy MacInnes, a Scottish national liv- tography project in response to her albums, I had an
ing in Louisville, Colo., thanks to his teaching job at uncanny feeling that I was coming home. I assumed
the University of Denver, did not recognize. Yet he that the project would be short-term. However, I’ve
could feel some mystical magnetic pull to discover
now been working on it for over 10 years, and
their secrets.
there’s no end in sight. I learned that Nina
In the days when the photos were taken,
made her photographs while she was earncameras were expensive, and getting
ing her teacher’s training qualification at
prints developed was not cheap. Not
the State Normal and Industrial School
everyone could afford to be a photogin Ellendale, North Dakota. I gave the
rapher or have candid photos taken
project the title ‘Jim River.’ Had Nina
without a significant life event to jusnot labeled one of her photographs so,
tify the expense. These photos, howI would have never found my way to
ever, depicted everyday moments.
North Dakota, and consequently the
MacInnes found that the album
project would not have existed.”
contained tidbits of information: the
MacInnes discovered that through
date of the photographs, 1917; the phophotography Nina Weiste was celetographer’s name, Nina Weiste; and
brating her independence, her friendone geographical reference, the Jim
ships, the vivid adventures she shared
Nina Weiste
River. Later, an Internet search revealed
with her friends and the drama of living
that the Jim (James) River flows through
life.
Dickey County in North Dakota and also a
“As a consequence of finding these fragsmall amount of information about Nina Weiste.
ments of her photographic record, a conseWheatridge, Colo., is a far cry from North Dakota, quence she could never have anticipated, I now have
and Roddy MacInnes had never been to the “land a large extended family in North and South Dakota,”
of the Wind Chill Factor.” But it seemed the ghost of MacInnes writes. “Although Nina is dead, and I never
Nina was calling him to come home.
met her, a mysterious sensation persists within my
“After looking at the photographs for many imagination that this project was meant to be and that
years, the people and places became familiar to me,” Nina is directing the outcome.”
MacInnes said. “As a result of that, when I first traveled
Continued on page 40
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Nina Weiste photograph, Ludden, N.D., 1917
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Continued from page 38
MacInnes came to the Dakotas to discover the
essence of Nina Weiste and found a second family.
His initial intention was to address why we have a
need to create a visual record of our lives and what
role that plays in our ultimate identity. Roddy wanted
to spend time in Weiste’s world, but of course he
could not go back in time. So he did the next best
thing and tried to capture the themes that she had
explored, only several generations removed.
“I attempted to see what I imagined she would
have seen,” MacInnes said, “and to convey that
through a more constructed photographic style with
my own images. I also photographed the people
who now occupy Nina’s landscape, and I have tried
to understand how the landscape and people have
changed, or have not changed.”
Out of this adventure in the Dakotas the Jim
River Project was born, a photographic exhibition
using photographs by both Weiste and MacInnes in
an attempt to create a time and space relationship to
the past and future and help his audience discover at
least part of what he unearthed in Wheatridge that
afternoon when Nina Weiste found him.
“Nina’s reality, constructed from her photographs,
I see that it is more similar to my own than it is different. The particulars are not the same but the general is very familiar,” MacInnes said. “Even though I
have never met Nina Weiste, we are intimately connected. Nina died in 1983. I have limited information
about her life between 1917 and 1983, except that she
became an elementary school teacher in Yuma, Colo.,
before marrying and moving to Pueblo, Colo. Her
only child Jean died in Denver in 1993. That was the
year I purchased her mother’s albums.”
MacInnes has taken the Jim River exhibition, a
series of some 60 or more photographs, throughout
the United States and now is turning it into a book
project. The book includes letters sent from him to
Nina. Yes, she died 31 years ago and MacInnes never
met her, but she lives on in their photographs.
MacInnes comes to Ellendale regularly and spends
40 dakotafire.net

Roddy MacInnes says he had “a nontraditional and circuitous route to higher education.” He was a merchant seaman, a fur trader, a
bush pilot and a mineral prospector. Before pursuing his undergraduate degree in photography, he had been producing documentation
of his adventures via the camera for 25 years. Here, he stands in front of a photography exhibit in which he took photos of area
schoolchildren holding family photos that meant something to them. Photo by Ken Schmierer

time with friends he has met in Frederick, Oakes,
Guelph and Ellendale, all thanks to Nina Weiste.
MacInnes’ and Weiste’s fans will be looking forward to the book and to a return of the “Jim River”
exhibition to the area in the near future. í
 Ken Schmierer is a writer and photographer who
returned to Ellendale to retire after spending his working years elsewhere. He sends out a regular email about
interesting things going on in the town. Contact him at
kschm1965@drtel.net.

SEND US YOUR POSTCARD
In each issue of Dakotafire, we feature a "Postcard"—a short,
evocative story about an event, person or place, written as if you were
telling the story to a friend. Some ideas: hunting stories, the highlight
of a big basketball game, or a moment in history. Story must have a
photo to accompany it. Digital images (a minimum of 1000 pixels wide)
are preferred; you can also send a photo by mail.
E-mail submissions to heidi@dakotafire.net, or mail to Dakotafire
Media, Postcard Submission, PO Box 603, Frederick, SD 57441.

ARE YOU

FIRED UP?

If you love diving into the latest copy of Dakotafire…
If you bookmark pages for your spouse or friends to read…
If you think the topics Dakotafire covers are the kind of things that matter to you…
Then you just might be FIRED UP.

Become a Fired Up! member with an annual gift of support.
Dakotafire’s work is done by Dakotafire Media, a social-minded limited liability corporation. Our ultimate goal is
making and influencing change in our region. The revenue we receive supports our goal of rural revival and helps
us do reporting and convening to make that happen. We invite you to become a bigger part of this effort.
Your annual membership ensures Dakotafire will continue its mission of sparking rural revival, one story at a time.

Consider a gift to the mission of Dakotafire Media. You can become involved in three ways:
SUBSCRIPTION MEMBER

FIRED UP! MEMBER

Subscription membership includes a
one-year subscription (six issues) to
Dakotafire for $25. Makes a great gift!

Do you already receive Dakotafire free
as part of your local newspaper subscription? You can still become a Fired
Up! member! Give an annual gift of $25
or more and we’ll send you a travel
mug and list your name in our Fired
Up! Member Honor Roll each issue.
You’ll have the satisfaction knowing that you are helping us create
and share stories about significant
issues facing the rural Dakotas.
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Marshall County 4-Hers maintain the paper recycling program in Britton.
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more eco-friendly Page 8

The Clark Area Community Foundation helped fund a new exercise room at Clark High School.

comeback Kulm

Community investment keeps town’s
Main Street lively Page 34

Some communities are banking on it. Page 6
Galen Wallum gives a demonstration at the 2013 Plein Air event in De Smet.

$ 3.95US

Dakotafire Media, LLC

CAN ART SAVE
SMALL TOWNS?

FIRED UP!
SUBSCRIBER MEMBER
Subscribe to Dakotafire AND become
a Fired Up! member. This $50 or more
membership includes a one-year subscription (six issues) to Dakotafire, a
travel mug, your name listed in our
honor roll in each issue, and the
satisfaction that you are part of
the Dakotafire effort to create and
share stories about significant
issues facing the rural Dakotas.

Join the conversation.Become a member today.

SUBSCRIPTION MEMBER:
I want to purchase or give
a mailed SUBSCRIPTION to Dakotafire.

 $25 (one year)  $40 (two years)
FIRED UP! MEMBER:
I GET DAKOTAFIRE IN MY LOCAL NEWSPAPER
and want to make sure it keeps coming.

 $25  $50  $75  $100  $150  $200

Which newspaper? _______________________

FIRED UP! SUBSCRIBER MEMBER:
I want a mailed SUBSCRIPTION to Dakotafire
and to support its work.

 $50  $75  $100  $150  $200  $300
Amount enclosed: ________________________
 Visa  Master Card  Discover Security code:______
Expiration date: ______________mo _____________yr
Card number _________________________________
Signature __________________________________
Name _____________________________________
Street _____________________________________
City/State _______________________ Zip _________
Home Phone _________________________________

Want to become a member? Use the form at right, or go online:
www.dakotafire.net/getfiredup
Don’t forget to follow us on our website, on Twitter and on Facebook.
Please share our stories and help us spread the spark of rural revival to your community!

Email _____________________________________
Clip and mail to
Dakotafire Media LLC, P.O. Box 603, Frederick, SD 57441

"

Thanks for your support!

P.O. Box 603
Frederick, SD 57441

Feed the fire.
New Ideas • Solution-Focused • Big-Picture Thinking • Small-Town Friendliness • Connection
Hometown Viewpoint • Expert Opinions • Quality Journalism • Rural Focus • Systems Thinking
What’s Best for Communities • Supporting Regional Solutions • Convening Conversations
Challenging Conventional Wisdom • Providing Context • Collaboration • Vibrancy

: Sparking rural revival one story at a time.
Become a member today. www.dakotafire.net/getfiredup

